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ABSTRACT
Large vertical displays are considered well suited for collaboration, due to their display surface and the space in front of them that can accommodate multiple people. However, there are few studies that empirically support this assertion, and they do not quantitatively assess the differences of collaboration in front of a shared display compared to a non-shared setup, such as multiple desktops with a common view. In this paper, we compare a large shared vertical display with two desktops, when pairs of users learn to perform a path-planning task. Our results did not indicate a significant difference in learning between the two setups, but found that participants adopted different task strategies. Moreover, while pairs were overall faster with the two desktops, quality was more consistent in the vertical shared display where pairs spent more time communicating, even though there is a-priori more implicit collaboration in this setup.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces - Graphical user interfaces

1 INTRODUCTION
Large shared displays are often considered well suited for collaboration. Their large size allows multiple users to interact simultaneously [29], collaborators can easily define personal and shared territories [18], and can choose to work close or far from each other [45]. They facilitate face-to-face communication and deictic references [22], and provide awareness of actions of others [42].

Empirical studies support the idea that large displays foster collaboration. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no study quantitatively compares collaboration using a large vertical display, with a setup that doesn’t possess its characteristics, i.e., the large and shared surface. In this paper, we measure performance and coordination differences when pairs use a large display, compared to two desktops that share a common view. The large shared surface is an area of 2 × 1.5 meters (of a larger display, Fig. 1), a size that users can comfortably reach with limited physical movement. The two desktops are motivated by setups where collaborators use individual workstations (e.g., command and control centers), that are often distant and cannot support deictic communication, but allow for verbal communication (Fig. 1).

To quantitatively study collaboration, we chose an abstract and simple task, to better control task difficulty across setups, and to allow for multiple repetitions. Inspired by previous work on collaboration [16,41] we used a simplified path-finding task with constraints. We expected our pairs to develop collaboration strategies over multiple trials, that likely differ across setups, eventually reducing the need for coordination and decision making that are essential in collaboration [26]. As such, we did not provide any training to our participants, but rather compared the learning phase across settings, as this is where pairs need to communicate and coordinate to improve their strategy. Learning rate has been used in the past as a measure of coordination [9]. To study possible trade-offs between the setups, we also measured other metrics that could shed light to differences in collaboration, such as the amount of communication between pairs and their coordination strategies.

Results did not indicate a significant difference in learning between setups, but pairs were generally faster using desktops. Nevertheless, the quality of the solution, defined as the number of corrections needed to reach an optimal solution that meets the imposed constraints, was more consistent with the large display, and pairs communicated and planned more ahead of time in this setup. With desktops, pairs divided the task as much as possible, requiring less communication, and affecting their quality of work.

2 RELATED WORK
Several studies investigate the effect of display size on the performance of a single participant in different tasks. Tan et al. show that participants seated in front of a large screen perform better on a spatial orientation task [39]. Benefits of large screens are also identified by Czerwinski et al. [5] and Bi and Balakrishnan [2] in office work tasks, and by Reda et al. [34] in a data-analysis tasks.

When it comes to collaboration, there is a large body of work on Single-Display Groupware (SDG) [38]. Some describe how users collaborate with a horizontal [41] or a vertical [43–45] shared display, and strategies to manage conflicts [27]. Others compare interaction techniques, e.g., one vs. multiple mice [3], multi-touch vs. mice for tabletop [12, 15] or wall-sized displays [20], and their impact on users’ coordination [28] and collaboration [23, 32].

Multi-Display Groupware (MDG) [7] is also well-studied, with multiple displays being co-located or remote. An important aspect for MDG is workspace awareness [11, 31], with several techniques proposed to increase users’ mutual awareness, such as multi-cursors (used in our work), radar views [10], techniques to link common work [25], and arm embodiments for remote collaboration [6].

However, few studies compare SDG and MDG setups. Wallace et al. [46] compared a tabletop with personal tablets for a sensemaking task, and found that the shared surface supports better prioritization and data comparison, and leads to more participation equality. Inken et al. [16] studied the impact of the number of displays for a high-level subway trip planning task. Participants either shared one tabletop, or each had their own. They found that the work is more equally distributed with MDG, but users feel more efficient with SDG. Hawekey et al. compared two users on a large display, versus one user on a large display and one on a regular screen, in a trip planning task [13]. Participants felt that collaboration was more enjoyable and efficient with the large display, and that communication was more difficult on the MDG condition. Similarly to [16], they did not measure time differences between setups, but quality was better in the SDG. Finally, Wallace et al. [47] compared a large display (SDG), with a large display and three desktops (MDG) for a job shop scheduling task of [40]. Their results indicate that SDG provides more awareness of partners’ activities, but can lead to distraction. In MDG there is less distraction, but collaboration is more demanding. Overall, no performance difference was found.
This previous work comparing SDG and MDG shows that SDG provides more group awareness, the collaboration with it is more enjoyable and feels more efficient. The downside is that it could distract, and thus possibly impact performance. On the other hand, collaboration is more demanding on MDG due to difficulty in communication, but users are less distracted.

The previous work focuses mainly on subjective measures and on characterizing the nature of collaboration when participants perform high-level tasks. Results related to performance mainly refer to quality of results. We complement this work in two ways. First we compare two basic collaboration configurations, a shared large display vs. two desktops (a setup common in command and control centers [14, 33]) that to our knowledge has never been empirically compared. And second we study collaboration using an abstract simple task in order to measure fine phenomena, such as task performance, that for complex high-level tasks is difficult to assess.

As a shared display, we use 2 × 1.5m of a larger display wall, to ensure that its entirety is easily reached with little physical movement. Jakobsen and Hornbæk found that display size doesn’t impact performance for a map navigation task when targets are visible at all scales [17]. And later that there is little to no effect of physical movement in a classification task with similar input [19]. Nevertheless, when physical navigation is possible, Ball et al. found it to be better than virtual navigation in data exploration tasks [1]. A similar finding was reported by Liu et al. on a manipulation task [24], but they showed that when no navigation is needed, desktops performed better. This indicates that the interplay of display size and physical navigation is complex. In our work, we study the effect of a shared display on collaboration, and thus decided to use only part of larger display, reducing the navigation component, to ensure that any performance differences are not due to navigation.

3 EXPERIMENT

There is a lack of quantitative studies that attempt to objectively measure differences in how pairs use a large vertical surface, compared to a setup of two desktops showing the same view, that does not have the main characteristics of large displays (large and shared surface) that are considered beneficial for collaboration. These two conditions represent the extrema of a continuum of possible co-located collaboration setups. We take a step in that direction.

We chose to use touch as input for the shared display, as it provides direct interaction and better group awareness, which are accepted benefits of this technology [20]. As these cues are not supported in desktops, we provided awareness of others through multiple cursors, where both cursors were visible on both desktops.

Workstation layouts in control rooms can vary greatly, from one long line or semicircle of workstations, to several rows, and often operators cannot see each others’ screen [8, 14, 21, 35, 36]. In our desktop condition, participants were positioned such that they could not see each other’s screen, in order to represent a worst-case layout in terms of collaboration.

Task. For our quantitative study, we needed a task that is abstract and simple enough to allow us to control task difficulty across setups and multiple repetitions per setup. Additionally, we wanted to avoid purely mechanical tasks, such as target selection, to ensure that it incorporated complex aspects of collaboration, like the need to coordinate and make decisions [26]. Inspired by previous work on studying collaboration [16, 41], we chose a task where participants had to perform a path-planning task under some constraints. In Inkpen et al. [16] participants planned a route in a subway map. In Tang et al. [41] pairs created bus routes that had to pass through specific locations and at the same time not overlap. This type of constrained path-planning is an abstraction of resource-routing and planning tasks common in real situations, such as traffic control centers [37]. For example, during accidents, traffic operators need to guide first responder teams to the location of the accident, and at the same time reroute regular traffic at the accident location. An abstracted path-planning tasks differs from the real one in that aspects of it are simplified (e.g., simple layout and no road context) to reduce effects due to complex layout (discussed next) and due to context knowledge. It also has specific constraints to encourage coordination (next). These characteristics ensure that the task can be performed by participants without domain knowledge, and the findings will be more generalizable as we limit possible effects caused by factors not related to collaboration.

We chose to focus on path-planning on an abstract graph instead of an existing road network graph. In a pilot we experimented with different graph layouts, but found that task difficulty varied depending on the layout, edge length and overlap of different edges in the graph. To ensure a common difficulty across tasks so as to measure learning, we settled on a grid, where all edges are similar in size and do not overlap. The final graph was a grid of 10 rows by 20 columns (Fig. 1). To limit physical navigation as discussed in related work, the task was presented in a rectangle of 4 rows and 5 columns in the center of the graph. Possible solutions took up to 7 × 7, which corresponds to 2 × 1.5m (Fig. 1 blue rectangle).

Within this grid, each participant had to form a separate path between two “end-nodes”, represented as brown squares (Fig. 1). To encourage pairs to coordinate and make decisions, we enforced constraints in their planning: (1) the two paths were required to cross at two specific nodes, one colored purple and the other orange; and (2) their paths could not cross anywhere else, and could not overlap (i.e., share an edge). Each participant was responsible for constructing one of the paths, differentiated by color (green/blue). In the large display, participants used either one or two fingers for input to differentiate between them. In the desktop condition they used mice, and shared a common view of the graph, with both mouse cursors (theirs, and their partner’s) always visible on the screen.

To ensure consistent difficulty across trials, the constraint nodes were always at a distance of 2 edges, and were next or across one of the two end-nodes. Their positioning was such that, in each trial, it was impossible for both participants to form the shortest path between the two end-nodes without crossing or overlap, thus necessitating negotiation and planning to find a good compromise (Fig. 1). We generated 6 tasks with these properties, and used them, and their mirrors (on the x and y axis) during the experiment. Three independent users went through all the generated trials beforehand and rated their difficulty, to verify we had consistent difficulty across trials. We experimented with harder tasks (e.g., one and three constraint nodes to cross), but we finally focused on a difficulty that required planning, but was not too hard to lead to a long experiment duration.
Measures. Due to the nature of the task, we expected pairs to spend a fair amount of time coordinating and planning in the first trials (learning phase). But after a number of trials, as they became more familiar with the task, we expected them to eventually converge to a strategy that would require little coordination and planning, as the task would become almost mechanical (convergence phase). We thus decided to not train our pairs, but rather to assess how they learn to perform the task on both setups. Previous work has also studied coordination in collaborative environments by assessing the learning curve of collaborating groups [9]. We expected the two phases would differ across setup: with the large display pairs would learn to coordinate and plan faster than with desktops, due to the implicit cues available in this setup. This is supported by previous findings showing that SDG provides more awareness of partner’s activities [47], and that collaborators have the feeling they are more efficient [13, 16]. Beyond learning time, we also report absolute time performance for each setup.

Task quality is measured as the number of unnecessary edge selection, which is the difference between the total number of all selections made by participants during the trial, and the minimum number of selections necessary to do the task. While we were interested to see if the setup influences quality, this remains a secondary measure compared to learning.

Finally, we measured additional information that could help us assess the differences in collaboration between the two setups. As shared displays provide awareness and allow for deictic references, we expected differences in the amount of communication between the two setups, with large displays requiring less explicit communication. Wallace et al. observed that collaboration was more demanding with MDG [47], and thus we expected that participants would talk more to counter this effect in the desktops condition. We also expected that the divided nature of the desktops would lead participants to use more collaboration strategies than the large display.

Participants. We recruited 32 participants in pairs (7 females, 25 males), aged 21 to 41 (Median: 26), with corrected-to-normal vision. They were computer science graduate students and researchers. Most (30/32) were familiar with touch interaction (31/32) had used a large display in the past. Almost all pairs (15/16) knew each other beforehand and we did not observe performance or communication differences in the pair that didn’t know each other.

Apparatus. Our large display was an interactive wall (5.9m × 1.96 m) made of 75 LCD screens (21.6 inches, 3mm bezels each), with a resolution of 14400 × 4800 pixels, and driven by a rendering cluster of 10 computers. Multi-touch support was provided by a PQ labs1 frame. The task took up 2 × 1.5 meters, which represents 4800 × 3600 pixels. See Fig. 1.

The 2 desktops had a 24.1 inch display, with a resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels. They were positioned at 3.8m from each other. On each screen the task took up 30 × 23 cm.

The experiment program was implemented using Java and the ZVTM Cluster toolkit [30], and ran on a master machine connected to the cluster and the desktops through 1 Gbit Ethernet. The operator controlled the sequence of the experiment using a smartphone which ran an android application implemented with the Smartsies toolkit [4].

Procedure. The experiment was a between-subjects design with Setup (SharedDisplay or Desktops) as the between-subjects factor. Participants performed 12 trials with a given Setup. Overall, the experiment consisted of: 16 pairs × 12 trials = 192 trials and lasted 30 min on average.

Participants were first trained on how to select edges in the grid, without any task training. They were then given the task instructions and path constraint details and the experiment started. Their instructions were to be as quick as possible and to not try to find the optimal (shortest) paths, however they were reminded that long paths take more time to select and thus increase experiment duration. At each trial, when pairs completed both paths in a way that respected the constraints, paths would change color. Paths that did not respect the constraints would turn red. During the trial, an experimenter measured the conversation time using a toggle button on the smartphone, that was then verified with video coding. To ensure we captured all collaboration aspects during the trials, participants were asked to not communicate in any way between trials but were informed that they could talk as much as they wanted during the trials. No further instruction was given on how to communicate and plan their strategy.

At the end of the experiment, participants filled a demographic and a post-study questionnaire, that prompted them to assess the ease of coordination of the setup using a 7-point Likert scale, and to describe the strategy they used in an open ended field.

3.1 Results
To minimize noise in our data, we averaged together trials in blocks of two. This means that the experiment is composed of 6 blocks (b1 - b6). However, when visually inspecting our data we observed a consistent time spike for both setups and all pairs in block b5 (w.r.t. the first block 1 where pairs see the task for the first time). Detailed video viewing identified that one trial in this block required users to make a compromise at the top left part of the graph, the usual position participants started from. Their strategies developed until then relied on making compromises later on in the trials, and thus failed them. As this particular task required new path strategies and affected both conditions, we decided to remove it from our analysis to satisfy our assumption of equal task difficulty.

We analyzed our data using ANOVAs with between factor Setup, within factor Block, and participants as a random factor. (The analysis including b5 led to very similar results.)

3.1.1 Time
Overall, participants were faster on the Desktops than on the Shared-Display (F1,14 = 4.79, p = 0.05, see Fig. 2-a)). In contrast, Wallace et al. [47] found no difference in performance between SDG and MDG.

---

1http://www.pqlabs.com
a fact that can be explained by the nature of the task used in their study, that was longer and less controlled than ours. Our analysis also revealed a main effect of BLOCK ($F_{3, N} = 2.86, p = 0.02$), confirming that learning took place and that our participants’ performance improved over time. We see that the learning phase continues until block 3 in both setups, and after that pair performance converges. However, contrary to our expectations, we found no interaction between SETUP and BLOCK ($F_{3, N} = 0.40, p = 0.85$), thus we were unable to measure a difference in learning phases between the two SETUPS.

3.1.2 Solution Quality

Quality is measured as the number of unnecessary edge selections made by participants. A strictly positive number can mean that either the final path is not the optimal solution or that participants made corrections, first selecting edges, and then unselecting them when they ran into a conflict with their partner. We found that in 97% of the trials, participants found the optimal path, so we consider that unnecessary edge selections are due to path correction. The number is stable with the SharedDisplay and of good quality (on average 1.66 touches per trial). The situation is different for Desktops, where unnecessary selections start at 3.27 for block 1 and consistently decrease, reaching 1.07 for block 6 (a result confirmed by an effect of BLOCK on Desktops $F_{5, N} = 3.12, p = 0.03$). See Fig. 2-(c). This indicates that quality in the SharedDisplay is stable and consistently good, even in situations where participants are unfamiliar with a task. This can be explained by the extensive coordination and planning performed by participants in this setup, discussed next.

3.1.3 Coordination and Planning

To further study collaboration differences, we first looked at the amount of verbal communication between setups. Contrary to our expectations that using the SharedDisplay would require less verbal communication, participants in fact talked more in this condition ($F_{1, N} = 6.90, p = 0.02$, see Fig. 2-(e)). There is also an effect of BLOCK ($F_{3, N} = 3.72, p < 0.01$), indicating that in both setups participant talked less as trials progressed (the interaction SETUP × BLOCK is not significant, $p = 0.62$).

Observing our pairs, we noticed that they took more time in the SharedDisplay to coordinate and plan their actions, compared to Desktops. We verified this by additionally analyzing the time for first interaction in the two setups. Indeed, participants took more time before interacting for the first time with the SharedDisplay than with the Desktops ($F_{1, N} = 10.89, p = 0.01$, see Fig. 2-(d)). This additional planning time could explain the difference in quality observed before.

Differences in coordination and planning are also visible in both self-reported and observed strategies. On the SharedDisplay half of the groups reported using a strategy involving a-priori planning and close collaboration. Conversely, all groups on Desktops reported starting the task with little communication and planning. To verify these differences, an experimenter conducted video coding for all trials looking for planning phases. Results showed that planning was performed for 65% of trials with the large display, and for only 9% of trials with desktops. More specifically, during the first two blocks where pairs are still developing their strategy, in the SharedDisplay most pairs (4 in block 1 and 6 in block 2) performed extensive planning, and kept this strategy in the remaining blocks. Of the two pairs that didn’t have a planning phase, observations showed that 1 pair actually talked during the trial, gradually planning the path. The other applied a loose collaboration strategy, working mostly individually. With the Desktops, only one pair adopted a planning phase starting at block 2, likely due to coordination difficulties in this setup. This higher effort needed to collaborate in MDG was also observed by Wallace et al. [47] and can explain why our participants choose strategies that don’t need too much communication.

Regarding ease of collaboration, as it is reported by participants, there is a trend that it felt easier on the SharedDisplay ($p = 0.08$, see Fig. 2-(e)). This confirmed results by Inkpen et al. [16] and Hawkey et al. [13] that stated that participant felt collaboration more efficient with SDG. The most reported coordination issue with Desktops was the difficulty to communicate (6/16 participants), which often led them to start interacting without having formed a concrete plan. On the SharedDisplay, the most reported issue was physical conflicts with their partner in front of the display (5/16). Video coding allowed us to see that there were 35 physical conflicts and 54 position changes in the 80 SharedDisplay trials. This required extra coordination from our participants.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We conducted a quantitative study to assess collaboration differences when using a large shared display, compared to two desktops sharing the same view, in a sequence of path-planning tasks. We measured no difference in how fast pairs learn to perform the new task across setups. Nevertheless, with the large display, pairs adopted strategies that included more planning and coordination, which led them from the beginning to consistent, good quality results. It seems that when participants are faced with a new task, they do not adapt more quickly using the large display, but they can produce better results from the start. This observation may have important implications in situations like crisis management, and command and control centers, where collaboration on large displays could provide better quality solutions in unexpected crisis events.

However, on average, pairs took less time to solve the task with the desktops than with the large shared display. This finding is partially explained by the large amount of verbal communication when using the large display (even if this communication decreases as pairs become more accustomed to the task). This is surprising as shared displays provide more implicit ways to communicate and awareness of other’s action, compared to the desktops were cursor movements and voice are the main communication channels. Due to these reduced communication channels, with desktops pairs often adopted loose collaboration strategies, that were nonetheless faster, with one participant making choices quickly for their path and the other working a solution around them. It would be interesting to see if these strategies change when more communication channels, such as video arms or viewports of one’s partner, are available. On the other hand, participants using the large display planed with their partner ahead of time, before committing to actions on the display, a difference seen in the time spent before the first interaction. With the shared display participants were reluctant to start interacting before they had come to full agreement with their partner.

The adopted strategy and participant comments indicate that the large display eased communication and coordination, even if it was slower. This delay is in part due to planning discussions, but also due to the need for pairs to move around each other and avoid physical conflict while using the shared surface, a fact that likely encouraged tighter coordination. In the future, we plan to investigate if similar planning discussions occur in intermediate situations, such as around smaller shared displays, e.g., a common desktop.

In our experiment, we studied a single task and attempted to maintain a similar task difficulty, as we studied learning. In the future we plan to verify if our findings hold for other tasks, and to vary task difficulty to see if it has an impact on the strategy used, as we expect loose collaboration will be more error prone. Finally, we have adopted a task that explicitly limits physical navigation. As larger displays have been known to be more efficient in such tasks, it is possible that by adding navigational components large displays may also prove faster, a topic we plan to investigate further.


